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A method was introduced for computing the three dimensional distributions of electro static potentials and forces in a DNA molecule with helically distributed electri cal charges. A cylindrical model of DNA molecule composed of an inner region where a discrete char ge does not exist, a middle region where there is an interaction between charges and the ex ternal region where the ions interact.
The potential in each region was described by Laplace and Poisson equations.
The Green function method was applied for the discrete helical charge distrib ution within a one helical turn of the finite cylinder.
The calculated potentials and forces depended on the circumferential angles. The present method, when it was improved, will be available for evaluating the free energy of the DNA molecule.
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We set following assumptions for modeling electro static potential in a DNA.
(1) Phosphate charges locate helically on the surface of a cylindrical DNA. (2) The DNA cylinder (Fig3) is impermeable to the screenine ions (2).
(3) Each position of a charge was described on one helical turn on the surface of the DNA cylinder (3). We set L as the periodic length of the helical loop (pitch of one helical turn). L is a repeat distance 
regions (3) ( Fig5).
Region I is the DNA cylinder with radius b and dielectric constant Dh. The points of discrete charges by phosphates locate in this region. This region is the main source of the potential of DNA.
Region II is the area of closest approach of screening ions. In the range of b<p<d, (d-b) is the radius of screening ions. Since the radius of screenig ion is constant and the radius of region I does not change, the number of ions that can enter to this region is automatically determined. In another words, in this region the movement of the screening ions is strongly constricted and their locations are almost fixed. The ions can not In addition, the close positioning of screening ions would produce ionic pairwise interaction that would not occur in a dilute space where ions can take free positions. Since the action of ions in this region II differes from those of the ions in free volume space, we set another region III to discriminate the ions which are not constricted their movements.
Region III is a free field in which the screening ions can approach to the DNA cylinder.
Region III is free diffusion space for ions. We set this region as a dilute space in which the concentration of the ions are so low that mutual inteactions among the ions do not occur as in the dense solution or colloid solution.
Region III differes from the region II only in the situation that the screening ions do not take the closest approach to the DNA cylinder. The ions in this region can move freely and the potential of this region goes to zero as the distance from the DNA cylinder increases. There may be a lot of non screening ions and counter ions in this region. The essential difference is the free movement and number of ions. The dielectric constants for region II 
6.
Results.
1.Potential distributions at the inner region (Fig  6-a) and at the middle region ( Fig  6-b 7. Discussion.
The main part of the present work were based on electrostatic potential theory (3).The geometric consideration was founded on the basis of molecular biology. Since the spatial distribution of phosphate charges are neatly arranged, we can determine the distribution of charges by setting only a few parameters.
The present three layers modeling seem to be over complicated.
The region I and II differed only because of the existence of charges in the region I. Thus, it may be possible to associate region I and II, because the region II envelopes region I and their charges. The difference between region II and region III originates in the mobility of screening ions. Since the sum of radius of the DNA and screening ion determines the number of the screening ion that can envelope the region II. Hence the degree of freedom of the screening ion in the.region H is strongly limited. On the other hand, the region III is a free space where the ions can take any position.
We have no precise measured data for local distribution of potential in one helical turn. The boundary conditions in cylindrical symmetry and the charge distribution would result in symmetric distribution of the potentials. The present computed results, however, can not represent such symmetry. Since we have computed just only a portion of an entire helical turns, we could not reproduce such symmetric distribution pattern. The difference of magnitude between the inner region potential and the outer region potential was large. This would originate in the difference of computed radial positions. For the inner region R=5x10-8cm and for the middle region R=11x10-8cm which is about twice the distance. Measuring the electro static potential around the DNA molecule will disclose minute distribution of electrical potential by nano technological approach such as nano electrode The present computed data have to be compared to them.
There may be some limitations for the computational system. Particularly some computational error may exist regarding to the modified Bessel functions of the second kind in region I and those in Poisson Boltzman equation for region II. In the region II, the Debye parameter k is so large 108 that the analytic solution may be inadequate. The large valued rc would over estimate the modified Bessel functional. As a result, the potential remote from the center will become incorrect. The approximation solution for large m will converge rapidly and may be more adequate.
The most critical point of the present study is the assumption of the helical distribution charge due to phosphate and its simple boundary condition.
The boundary condition should be corrected in a helical coordinate system.
Another point is the isotropic nature of the dielectric constant. This is because there is a lot of electric dipole perpendicular to the molecular axis and along the base ladder.
Such large dipole would result in anisotropic dielectric constant along the helical axis. So the biological boundary conditions have to be more complicated than the ordinal electro static boundary conditions.
In addition,we did not take into consideration of the secondary effects of counter ions, salt and water molecules.
The counter ions contribute for neutralization of the electrical circumstances M. Salt will contribute the the structural modification of the DNA because the melting point of the DNA is a function of the salt ion concentration (2) . Thus a high concentration of salt will influence of the stiffness of molecular structure of the DNA (2). Water molecules can easily invade the DNA molecules and occupy the empty spaces among the bases. Such empty space occupation of the DNA molecule contribute to stabilize the molecular conformation of the double stranded DNA 0).
The present work introduced (3) an electro static computational method and its computed results. For more precise computation, one should use FEM or MD simulation systems. 
